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Preamble  

This document provides an overview of PTV Vissim/Viswalk’s important updates from ver-

sion 10 to Version 11 to the handling and program behavior. The functionality previously 

added in version 10 service packs is not included in this document. Please see the version 

10 service pack release notes for these features. The version 11.00-xy release notes include 

additional new features that are not covered in this highlight document. 

Detailed descriptions of how to use the new functionality can be found in the Vissim 11 online 

help and in the document “Vissim 11 - Manual.pdf”. 
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1 Visualization 

1.1 2D Labels for Vehicles 

Vehicles can now have labels in the 2D view enabling any attribute to be displayed, e.g. the 

current speed. These labels move with the vehicles during a simulation run and can option-

ally rotate with the driving direction.  

    

1.2 3D Information Signs 

3D information signs are a new network object showing fixed text and/or attribute values of 

a specific network object in 3D mode . 

The location relative to the reference object and the rotation angle can be selected. An au-

tomatic sign rotation option is available to always display a head-on view of the sign, even 

as a scene rotates around the sign position. If the sign is used to reference a vehicle or 

pedestrian (number), the sign is locked to that object and travels with that vehicle/pedestrian.  

New 3D information signs can be added in their own list window or through the context menu 

of the network editor. 

. 
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2 Handling 

2.1 Column Filters in List Windows 

By clicking on the filter icon in the header row of a list window, a filter can be set for that 

column. Depending on the attribute type, several condition operators are available to filter by 

a value or set of values. Similarly, as in Excel, only the list rows where the attribute values 

meet the filter condition are shown in the list if the filter is active (check box checked, filter 

icon permanent). Through the crossed-out filter icon in the toolbar, all active filters can be 

deactivated. The custom filter configurations can be saved in the list configuration under the 

named list layouts. 

 

2.2 Measuring Tape in Network Editor 

Clicking the ruler icon  in the network editor toolbar activates a measuring mode. This 

feature allows measuring distances along an arbitrary polygon line or along a sequence of 

links. In both cases, no dragging is required, just a sequence of left clicks. 
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2.3 QuickInfo in Network Editor 

Activating this option, under User Preferences / Network Editor, causes additional infor-

mation to be displayed in a box near the mouse pointer. Hovering over a network object 

shows the ID and name. When creating a new object or moving an object, additional attrib-

utes are shown, for example length of a link, from and to link of a connector, length and width 

of a rectangle, link / lane / position of a cross section object, area and level of a pedestrian 

point object. 

 

 

2.4 Typing in Drop-down Boxes 

In the single-selection drop-down boxes in the list windows and most dialogs, typing a se-

quence of characters (without pause) now selects the next list element starting with these 

characters. 
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2.5 "Pause at" Field in Toolbar 

The simulation time for a predetermined pause of a continuous simulation run can now be 

entered directly into the “Pause at “field on the main toolbar. It can be specified either as time 

of day (hh:mm:ss, taking the simulation parameter attribute "start time" into account) or as 

simulation second, as single number or with <x>h<y>m<z>s. 

 

2.6 New Attribute Selection Dialog 

The updated attribute selection dialog has a search field allowing full text search for attribute 

names. As alternative to the default alphabetical order of the attribute names, a semantic 

order ("classical") can be selected which uses the default order in the list window of the 

respective object type. On the right side, the display can be limited to show only the attribute 

name and the number of decimals. 
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3 Vehicle Simulation 

3.1 Driving Behavior Parameters (for Automated Vehicles) 

Multiple additional attributes are available in the driving behavior dialogs. Most are required 

mainly for modelling of CAV (connected and/or autonomous vehicles) but many can also be 

used for calibration of human behavior. 

 

The attribute "observed vehicles" from Vissim 10 has been split into two attributes: "Number 

of interaction objects" refers to vehicles and internal objects (reduced speed areas, stop 

signs, priority rules, red signal heads), and "Number of interaction vehicles" refers only to 

real vehicles. The number of interaction vehicles defines an upper limit for the observed 

leading vehicles, therefore, for example, this could be set to 1 for autonomous vehicles with 

a sensor equipment that cannot see through the leading vehicle. A red signal downstream of 

the leading vehicle would still be observed, but not the second real vehicle downstream. 

If the attribute "Enforce absolute braking distance" (a.k.a. brick wall distance) is checked, 

vehicles using this driving behavior will always make sure that they could brake without a 

collision, if the leading vehicle comes to an immediate stop (turns into a brick wall). This 

condition applies also to lane changes (for the vehicle itself on the new lane and for the 
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trailing vehicle on the new lane) and to conflict areas (for the following vehicle on the major 

road). 

If the attribute "Use implicit stochastics" is unchecked (default is checked), a vehicle using 

this driving behavior does not use any internal stochastic variation that is meant to model the 

imperfection of human drivers. For all distributions which cannot be explicitly set by the user, 

a median value is used instead of a random value. This affects the safety distance, the de-

sired acceleration, the desired deceleration and the estimation uncertainty for braking deci-

sions. The three former variables are partially defined by attributes / functions accessible to 

the user, so this part is still valid, but the additional stochastic spread included in the internal 

model is reduced to zero. 

 

On the new tab page "Car following model", some of the parameter values affecting the 

desired safety distance can be specified per vehicle class of the leading vehicle now (in 

addition to the value for all other vehicles). This can be used, for example, for having con-

nected vehicles using a smaller safety distance when following another connected vehicle 

but a larger safety distance when following a human driver. 

 

If the attribute "Increased acceleration" is set to a higher value than 100%, a vehicle using 

this driving behavior can accelerate with the given percentage of its normal desired acceler-

ation (but not exceeding its maximum acceleration) if the leading vehicle is faster and accel-

erating. 

For empty autonomous vehicles (without passengers), it is now possible to define an occu-

pancy distribution which contains a percentage for zero passengers. 

In an example file provided with Vissim 11, there are three predefined driving behaviors for 

different types of autonomous vehicles: "AV Cautious" enforces absolute braking distance, 

"AV Normal" is similar to a human driver but without the stochastic spread, and "AV Aggres-

sive" uses smaller safety distances. 
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3.2 Attribute Decisions 

A vehicle attribute decision can be placed on a link to assign a specific attribute of all passing 

vehicles either a fixed value or a random value drawn from a specified distribution. For this, 

there is the new distribution type "Free”  which just defines probabilities for values between 

a give minimum and maximum value. 

        

 

3.3 Formula-based Routing 

Static and partial vehicle routes and partial PT routes can now use user-defined formulas to 

determine relative flow values. If the new attribute "RouteChoiceMethod" of the routing deci-

sion is set to "Formula" (instead of the default "Static"), each route calculates its relative flow 

from a custom formula. The route formula can use attributes of passing vehicles, as well as 

other network objects' attributes using the TableLookup function. 
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3.4 Network Performance Evaluation Filter 

Unchecking "Network evaluation” in the link dialog (or setting the attribute "Link evaluation 

active" to false in the links list) excludes a link from the network performance evaluation. 
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3.5 Conflict Areas: Manual Type 

Conflict area types are commonly determined automatically (merging, branching, crossing), 

however, in some cases this doesn't work as intended, especially if merging links are split 

into multiple short links and connectors. To address special situations, two new conflict area 

attributes are provided. If the attribute "ConflTypDetmAuto” (conflict type determined auto-

matically) is unchecked (default is checked), then the attribute "ConfTypMan” (conflict type 

manual) defines how the conflict is handled. When set to crossing, only one vehicle can be 

inside the conflict area at any time. When set to merging or branching, multiple vehicles can 

follow each other inside the conflict area. 

 

3.6 OpenDRIVE Import 

Through the new menu item File / Import / OpenDRIVE, an XML file in OpenDRIVE format 

(*.xodr) can be imported into Vissim. Currently, only the network geometry is used to create 

links and connectors. 

3.7 Coordinate-based Routes Import 

Through the new menu item File / Import / Routes (coordinates), a route coordinates file 

(*.rcf) containing an assignment result exported from Visum 18 can be imported into an ex-

isting Vissim network. The import can be used for static routing (creating vehicle inputs and 

static routing decisions, as required, and routes) or for dynamic assignment (creating parking 

lots, as required, a path file, and a matrix). In contrast to ANM routes import, this import 

ignores node numbers completely but tries to find the best geographic fit in the Vissim net-

work for the coordinates listed in the *.rcf file (originating from the node coordinates and link 

polylines in Visum). Already existing vehicle inputs and routing decisions (or parking lots) are 

reused if the location fits the data in the *.rcf file. There is also the option to never create new 

objects, but only use existing ones. To reuse a vehicle input or a routing decision (or a parking 

lot) or the destination section of an existing route, the attribute "Zone" (or "Destination Zone") 

needs to fit the origin/destination zone number from the *.rcf file. 
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4 Dynamic Assignment 

4.1 Flow Bundle Volume Aggregation 

The volume for a flow bundle can now be determined as total over multiple time intervals 

and/or multiple vehicle classes (selected for class-specific dynamic assignment). 

 

4.2 Managed Lanes in Dynamic Assignment 

Managed lanes facilities now work for vehicles on dynamic assignment paths. When passing 

the managed lanes routing decision, the decision about the usage of the managed lanes 

route is done locally. The pricing model and decision model work exactly as for vehicles on 

static routes. For dynamic assignment purposes, i.e. for general path choice and conver-

gence calculation, each edge between two nodes (or inside a node) which has a parallel 

edge, one with a GP lane and one with a managed lane from the same managed lanes 

facility, is treated as one combined edge with only one average travel time. Essentially, all 

travel times on the managed lanes corridor (from vehicles using the general-purpose lane 

and vehicles using the managed lane) are averaged. Vehicle-class specific assignment is 

still possible, determining an average travel time from all vehicles from the specific class. 
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5 Pedestrian Simulation 

5.1 Set Width/Height for New Rectangle 

When creating a new “Rectangular” area of geometry 

type the QuickInfo pop-up (see Section 2.3 to active) in-

cludes editable values length, width, and angle . These 

values are only accessible at a new object creation and 

by typing in a value when highlighted, followed by typing 

the Enter or Tab key. 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Circle-shaped Areas/Obstacles 

There is a new geometry type “Circle” for Areas, Obstacles, and Sec-

tions.  

The circle radius can be set, and shape is approximated 

by a user-defined number of vertices. These values are 

only accessible at a new object creation and by typing 

in a value when highlighted, followed by typing the Enter 

or Tab key. 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Complex Stairs 

Stairs can be composed from simple (straight) flights.  
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5.4 Attribute Decisions 

With the new network object Attribute Decision  the value of 

attributes belonging to Pedestrians in the Network can be modified (compare Section 3.2 for 

the equivalent for vehicles). Example: initially, it is decided for all pedestrians that a ticket is 

needed.. This is done with the help of a two-valued (0; 1) distribution. Later in the simulation, 

when a pedestrian has bought a ticket the need for a ticket may be set to false (0). 

Attribute decisions are placed on areas (just like inputs) and are invoked for individual pe-

destrians when they step on the area (and conditions like pedestrian class belonging or time 

interval are met). 

 

5.5 Formula-based Routing 

Similar to section 3.3, static and partial pedestrian routes can now use formulas to determine 

relative flow values. If the new attribute "RouteChoiceMethod" of the routing decision is set 

to "Formula" (instead of the default "Static"), each route decision calculates its relative flow 

from a custom formula. The route decision formula can use attributes of passing vehicles, as 

well as a defined object attribute using the Table Lookup function. 

In the following example 

- If a pedestrian’s desired speed is low (<4km/h) or when there is no congestion at 

bottleneck (less than 6 pedestrians on area number 6) the pedestrian walks on the 

shorter route 1 through the bottleneck). 

- Whereas, if a pedestrian’s desired speed is high and if there is congestion, the pe-

destrian walks a detour on route 2. 
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5.6 Improved Navigation for Public Transport Passengers 

Pedestrians now use a (dynamic) potential field to navi-

gate:  

- To their waiting position on a waiting area, and  

- To the queue for boarding passengers at the 

doors of a PT vehicle.  

This prevents boarding passengers from being blocked 

by obstacles and by other standing pedestrians on the 

waiting area. Since this requires additional computation 

time, the old calculation method is still available as an 

option.  

5.7 Dynamic Potential on Ramps 

Optionally, the use of dynamic potential fields can be activated for ramps and stairs. This 

improves flow stability. 

5.8 Vehicles Affect Dynamic Potential 

Vehicles blocking a conflict area can now be 

considered in the dynamic potential for 

conflicting pedestrians. If this option has 

been activated on a pedestrian link, 

pedestrians will not stop at a blocked conflict 

area, but will try to walk around it, through the 

gaps between queued vehicles. For this, the 

lanes of a pedestrian link need to be 

sufficiently narrow, so that at least one lane 

conflict remains open between queued cars. 

 

 

 

 

5.9 Desired Speed Factor for Areas/Ramps/Pedestrian Links 

There is a new factor “Desired Speed Factor” in the Attribute Selection for Areas and Ramps. 

Its value is applied to the desired speed of all pedestrians within the boundaries of the ele-

ment. This helps to model the case “everyone walks at a speed of 80% of normal here” 

simpler than it was possible before with Area-based Walking Behavior 
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5.10 Increased Simulation Speed 

Through various internal code changes, simulations speed has improved. The amount varies 

depending on pedestrian density. A small test with Computation Speed Benchmark.inpx from 

the training files gives the following evolution of simulation times over version on a standard 

laptop as of 2018: 

Version Computation time 

6 06:43 

7 05:44 

8 05:59 

9 02:41 

10 01:31 

11 01:12 

5.11 3D Models Carrying Luggage 

There are four new 3D models of pedestrians included in the installation: a woman and a 

man carrying either a backpack or a trolley. 
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6 Technical Changes 

PTV Vissim 11 is only available as 64-bit edition. 

The CodeMeter Runtime deployed with PTV Vissim has been updated to CodeMeter 6.60a. 

During the installation, an update of the dongle firmware may be triggered. 
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